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Certificate for ... 

APS Adventures in Pastel  

B-6: “Artist’s Choice ”  

Yes!  You have read that correctly!  In this final Adventure of Series “B”, you decide the Adventure you 
want to do.   Think back on all the Adventures FROM ANY SERIES we have done and choose the Ad-
venture you want to take on. To help you out, all the Adventures can be found on the APS Web Site.  
So check out the list and enjoy! 
 
And that’s not all!  This and only this sixth Adventure in Series B is OPTIONAL!  In other words, if you 
have completed the first five Adventures in this series you are eligible for the prize drawing whether 
you decide to participate in this final Adventure or not.  This is our gift to you!  Jump in or jump out. 
The choice is yours. This Adventure is truly the Artist’s Choice. 
 
So if you decide to participate, check out the following steps: 
 
Step 1:  Think about all the past Adventures.  If you need some help remembering, go to the APS Web 
Site and click on the “Adventures” tab at the top of any page.  There you will find a complete list and 
all the details of what each Adventure required…including the shows for the Adventures.  This can al-
so be an Adventure you might have missed and always wanted a chance to do it.  Well, now is your 
chance.  Also, you might want to redo an Adventure  you enjoyed, but want to try it again.  That’s fine 
also. THE CHOICE OF ADVENTURES IS YOURS TO MAKE! 
 
Step 2:  After you have selected the Adventure you want, simply follow those instructions and com-
plete the Adventure as it was first published. 
 
Step 3:  Tell us what Adventure you selected and send us a photo of your painting.  If you have done 
the Adventure before, feel free to send us a photo of both the past and present artwork. Tell us a little 
about the process you went through both in selecting the Adventure and your experience in painting 
it.   Send your photo(s) to Kay Gordon (jkaygordon364@gmail.com) by December 28th at 6:00 PM.  
Please include the title and size of your painting and any comments you wish to share. 
 
Step 4:  Remember this deadline is firm and nothing can be posted that is received after 6:00 PM on 
December 28th.  Note also that your painting does not need to be in its finished form.  We want simp-
ly to see what you have done and to hear a little about what you experienced in the painting of it.  Fi-
nally, enjoy selecting the Adventure of your choice! 
 

ON YOUR MARK; GET SET; GO PICK AN ADVENTURE! 
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